BENTON-FRANKLIN COUNTIES JUVENILE JUSTICE CENTER
COMMUNITY RESTORATION PROJECT (CRP)
5606 W. CANAL PLACE  SUITE 106  KENNEWICK, WA 99336

RCSP Participation Agreement
CRP PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
Youth Attendance:
Youth are expected to attend CRP every day for which they have been scheduled. The CRP Crew will meet in the
waiting room of the Juvenile Detention Center. Youth must arrive 15 minutes prior to the time and date listed on the schedule
that they received at orientation.
Failure to follow the expectations outlined below and the expectations provided at the Orientation may result in no credit
for the day. Severe behavior problems may result in immediate admission to detention.
From time to time, emergent situations might arise that cause a youth to miss a scheduled CRP day. The list of
acceptable reasons for missing a CRP day is presented below. In very rare situations, other reasons might be acceptable.
Written documentation will be required to support the reason given.




Debilitating injury to youth
Death in immediate family
Scheduled to appear in court

Missing a scheduled CRP day for any unexcused reason will result in the remainder of the court ordered days being converted to
secure detention. Youth are required to call Linda Brown @ 736-2769 immediately following a missed
scheduled CRP day, leaving a detailed message explaining why youth missed the scheduled day.

Youth Responsibilities:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Arrive prepared for work by the scheduled time. Those youth arriving later than the scheduled time will likely be
refused the ability to participate in the CRP and risk completing his/her sentence in detention.
Seatbelts are required at all times for all youth. Youth 16 or older can be personally cited.
Failure to adhere to seatbelt law will result in immediate consequences.
Follow the rules and expectations as provided at the Orientation.
Share all information that you receive at the Orientation with your parents.
Participate in a positive way on CRP and behave in a way that allows others to do the same.

Parent / Legal Guardian Responsibilities:
1)

5)

Read and understand the CRP philosophy and Job Description so that you can encourage your child to approach
his/her obligation with the appropriate attitude.
If you do not attend the orientation, ask you child for the information that was presented.
Ensure that your child arrives on time and properly dressed according to the Dress Code provided at the Orientation.
Read all documentation included in this packet and the following documents that will be given at the Orientation
Meeting:
 Youth’s assigned schedule
 Dress Code and General behavior expectations
Understand that there is no charge for days served on CRP

6)

CALL 222-2312

2)
3)
4)

BEFORE SCHEDULED

WC

DAY FOR INCLEMENT WEATHER ADVISORY, CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS AND

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS AS NEEDED FOR THE DAY’S ACTIVITIES”.

CRP Staff Responsibilities:
CRP staff will provide supervision between the scheduled begin and end times. The parent is responsible for supervision
before the begin time and after the end time. Should an emergency arise so that the parent is a few minutes late in
picking up their child, the parent can contact the Detention Supervisor or the CRP Staff to request that their child wait
for their arrival in the Detention Lobby. The CRP staff will provide a safe work environment, lunch, and water to the
youth.

